Concise reports deliver expanded visibility that opens a whole new viewpoint for strategic decisions.

Leverage the advantage of a clear view into portfolio values.
The best strategic decisions are rooted in the strongest information. Increased insight into your collections portfolios provides improved perspectives that can impact performance and profitability. LexisNexis® Portfolio Evaluation Report delivers an efficient view into overall portfolio value, debtor contact quality and key collections attributes.

**Increased visibility speeds critical decisions**

Information plays a crucial role in buying, selling or comparing collections portfolios. The success of your debt portfolio strategy and ultimately, your business, is impacted by the quality and accessibility of key account data that defines the value of the portfolio. The Portfolio Evaluation Report is a tool designed to deliver a fast, transparent view into critical data elements to drive well-informed buying, selling and evaluation decisions. This cost-effective solution quickly drills down to the most relevant portfolio information and presents a concise summary report that is easy to understand.

The Portfolio Evaluation Report delivers details that strengthen and improve your strategy around the most important decisions:

**EVALUATION:**
Assess overall records for placement and potential segmentation

**VALUATION:**
Understand the value of a portfolio for purchase or sale

**MONTH-OVER-MONTH COMPARISON:**
Evaluate a portfolio’s placements month-over-month from the same originator

**ORIGINATOR COMPARISON:**
Measure the performance of portfolio placements from different originators

**PAPER TYPE COMPARISON:**
Quantify performance of portfolio placements from different paper types
The fastest way to know more

The Portfolio Evaluation Report delivers the knowledge you expect from a full product scrub without requiring the increased investment of time and money. By leveraging existing LexisNexis® Batch Solutions, the Portfolio Evaluation Report displays results numerically in a single, easy-to-use report. The report is built around six key sections:

- **Input Analytics:** A summary of input records quickly illustrates the portfolio population completeness, which allows a quick evaluation of expected quality of the batch process response.

- **Hygiene & Compliance:** This section provides a robust summary of LexID® for Consumer population, Date of Birth, Generational distribution and accuracy, Deceased, Contact Risk, Possible Incarceration and Bankruptcy.

- **Scoring Analytics:** A practical way to measure debtor ability to pay or potential fraud, this summary charts distribution of three-digit payment scores from the LexisNexis® Payment Score product. LexisNexis® FraudPoint® scores are also provided, as well as six FraudPoint Indices showing likelihood and type of fraud in the portfolio.

- **Contact & Locate:** Utilizing the power of the LexID® for Consumer linking, this section summarizes Best Address, Best Phone and Best Email with additional details about each to determine ability to contact the consumers in the portfolio.

- **Loss Mitigation:** This section displays summarization of the consumer Property and Judgments & Liens to identify assets available or compromised within the portfolio.

- **Business Data:** On occasion, customers provide input records that include business records, in addition to consumer records. This section provides insights such as best company name, FEIN and business executives to allow the customer to make the best decision about how to manage these accounts.

Portfolio Evaluation Report is generated in an Excel-based format, allowing the customer to utilize Excel functionality to add additional analyses or data.

Knowledge is power and profit

The Portfolio Evaluation Report is the fastest route to understanding the quality level of the accounts in a specific portfolio. With increased visibility, you gain deeper insight into the value of the portfolio and can draw important conclusions to use in comparing portfolios or making key assessments. The Portfolio Evaluation Report delivers a well-defined summary of the vital portfolio information that drives smarter evaluations and more effective decisions. Leverage the Portfolio Evaluation Report to gain a clear understanding of your portfolios and a competitive advantage that can increase profits and impact performance.
About LexisNexis Risk Solutions

LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.

Our receivables management solutions assist debt recovery professionals with increasing workflow efficiencies, gaining greater insight into debt portfolios, collecting more in less time and achieving greater profitability.

The Portfolio Evaluation Report services provided by LexisNexis Risk Solutions are not provided by “consumer reporting agencies,” as that term is defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681, et seq.) (“FCRA”) and do not constitute “consumer reports,” as that term is defined in the FCRA. The Portfolio Evaluation Report services may not be used in whole or in part as a factor in determining eligibility for credit, insurance, or employment or for any other eligibility purpose that would qualify it as a consumer report under the FCRA. Due to the nature of the origin of public record information, the public records and commercially available data sources used in reports may contain errors. Source data is sometimes reported or entered inaccurately, processed poorly or incorrectly, and is generally not free from defect. This product or service aggregates and reports data, as provided by the public records and commercially available data sources, and is not the source of the data, nor is it a comprehensive compilation of the data. Before relying on any data, it should be independently verified.
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